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&BSTRACT

EVA7.UATING THE EFFECTS OF USING
UPPERCLASSMEN TRAINED IN GROUP DYNAMICS
TO LEAD SMALL PROCFSS-ORIENTED FRESHMAN

ORIENTATION GROUPS

The basic purpose was to study the effectiveness of
using trained peers to lead small process groups in fresh-
man orientation. The College and University Environment
Scales, second edition, was the basic instrumentation used
to determine whether perceptions of the college campus cli-
mate differed after alternate freshman orientation programs.
Overall grade point average for the fall semester was chosen
as the criterion of academic performance. Enrollment for
the succeeding semester was used to determine the holding
power of the college. Subjects were 253 college freshmen
enrolled in Freshman Orientation 101 for the Fall 1971
semester at East Central State College, Ada, Oklahoma. The
design of the study provided for the College and University
Environment Scales to be administered after the nine week
orientation course, in November, 1971. Grades for the fall
semester were obtained the following January, and overall
grade point averages were computed. Enrollment data were
analyzed to determine which subjects of the study re-enrolled
for the spring semester. Statistical analyses were completed
for the overall group of 253 subjects, being divided by
design into the experimental (traditional) group of 143 stu-
dents, the experimental (small groups) section of 74 students,
and the control group of 36 students. Kramer's extension of
Duncan's Multiple Rrnge Test was computed for the scales of
the College and University Environment Scales (CUES), and
for the cumulative grade point averages. A Chi square dis-
tribution technique was used to analyze the enrollment patterns
of the groups.

Findings and Conclusions: The experience of participating
in t2 small group led by a trained peer did not change the
perceptions of the freshmen in such a way as to be observed
on the College and University Environment Scales. The fresh-
men who experienced the traditional form of freshman orientation
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did score significantly higher on the Propriety scale of
the CUES. The control group did not differ significantly
in their perception of the college campus climate, as
measured by CUES. Neither of the experimental treatments
influenced the cumalative grade point averages during the
first semester. Neither of the experimental treatments
influenced the enrollment ratios of the groups for the
succeeding semester.

The conclusion was reached that the attempted orien-
tation procedures did not make a significant difference on
the variables of freshman life as measured. Recommendation
discussed the need to consider the results of this study
with the purpose of ongoing evaluation of programs.
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CHAPTER I

NATURE OF PROBLEM

Introduction

During the last fifty years, a dramatic change has

occurred on the campus of the American college and univer-

sity. The American dream of opportunity and continued

prosperity combined to cause a tremendous increase of stu-

dents. Most of these students were, and are, first-

generation college students. Their parents do not know how

to help their child survive the pace and competition. In-

creased institutionel size and complexity creates situations

that render regular academic faculty rather ineffectual in

assisting these students personally.

The colleges and uniersities have attempted to meet

the needs of these beginning students by creating new

special courses and by assigning the task to specially-

trained staff, usually the student personnel office.

Some effective method had to be found to orient begin-

ning freshmen to the academic life and to help them relate

effectively to their new environment. Some sort of initial
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experience had to be devised that would adequately assist

the student as he started his college. career.

Each fall, freshmen are forced to mill about, line up,

and go through exactly prescribed steps to enroll in their

college or university. To a large degree, the students are

mechanically delivered through the process of being tested,

sorted, counted, and programmed into the experience of col-

lege life. These students are buffeted by time pressures,

by competition, and by new-found responsibilities.

In response to the need created by these experiences,

various first course approaches have been designed. Some-

times these courses are called "Orientation," or "Freshman

Seminar," or "Introduction to College," or "Reflective Think-

ing," or "Man In Society," or "Comtemporary Issues." (Ball,

1923). Any of these names may be used to designate the

experience being created to help beginning students get

started "right." Although there is a wide difference of

opinion regarding the definition of "right" and the method

to accomplish this goal, each such course tries to catch and

hold the free man long enough to assure his education will

take.
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Statement of the Problem

This research project was concerned with an inve tigation

of differences in selected measures of adjustment to college

Hi.° between control and experimental groups of the fall

1971 Fr :rientation 101 class, East Central State Col-

lege; Ada, Oklaioma.

The selected measures of adjustment, as operationally

defined, are perceptions of the college campus climate, grade

point averages, and retention in college during the following

semester.

Scope and I\7..ed for the Study

This section of thc study will attempt to r-rwide a

theoretics? or.entatie ' thl present investigation. Three

facets of gtidnt oriertati.,./ will be presented. In

sequence, .le Lraditicnal and historical approaches to fresh-

orien ti on, the .seeds c.f c,ntemporary college students,

and :he .seeds of ti,e fres1-,man orientation staff at

East _extr F at? College; Ada Oklahoma, will be presented.

A eon .inuf ancern for entering freshmen has been expressed

(President Wagner. 1969) in the forms of encouragement to

elmllate tha r-!,;.nc orientation program. Additionally, this

rest arch 07-fo c Lc) improve the freshman orientation program

at East Centr41 Si:ate College has 1-.:en supported.



As beginning freshman classes arrive upon the campus

scene, most colleges and universities attempt to assist these

new students in their efforts to adjust to the new role of

college student. The rise of formal orientation practices

has roughly paralleled the rise of the student personnel

moveaient (Mueller, 1961).

Since World War One, several forms of student personnel

services have arisen to help students cope with the growing

complexity of higher education and with the vast numbers of

fellow students encountereJ upon college campuses (Brubacher

and Rudy, 1968). Demonstrating the acceleration of concern

for entering freshmen is the fact that in 1916 only six col-

leges supported a formal orientation program (Brubacher and

Rvdy, 1968). By 1966, 92.4% of the 2139 institutions sur-

veyed by Kronovet (1969) reported orientation prcgrams.

Traditionally, faculty and student personnel staff have

attempted to provide the services and experiences freshmen

needed. The orientaticn programs existing during the first

half of the century usually consisted of a faculty member

and/or a student personnel staff member designing and teach-

ing a freshman orientation course in a very similar fashion

to other academic courses (Drake, 1966). The investigations

of other authors may be combined to compile a list of the

purposes historically given to formal freshman orient ':ion

programs: 1) Improves grades and initial adjustment, 1)
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creates good public relations tool, 3) reduces fall testing

load, 4) lessens confusion of freshmen in fall, 5) helps

personalize the large institution (Goodrich and Pierson,

1959), 6) involves the student earlier in the college life,

7) provides for development case folders, and 8) provides

opportunity for possible early detection and prevention of

emotional problems (Forrest and Knapp, 1966).

These purposes seem to this investigator to have face

validity for freshman orientation programs although some of

the purposes primarily benefit the institution, not the stu-

dent. When institutional needs such as registration and the

development of case folders have priority over student needs,

Riesman (1961) describes the effect to be a "disorientation"

course. Black (1964) claims that present programs are pro-

jections of the directors' needs as much as they are programs

designed to meet the needs of students. A little less harsh

interpretatiot is made by A,-buckle (1949) when he says:

Some of these (orientation programs) nave
gradually developed because of an indicated
need while others have been established from
the top by administrators because_zhis was
considered the thing to do p. 17/.

Professional concern also appears in other publica-

tions. Grier (1966) expressed his concern by writing, "Our

underlying theories are made up of hopes, good will, educated

guesses, and what we fondly believe to be needs of new stu-

dents".%5. 377. Plutchik and Hoffman (1958) noted that
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traditional orientation practices were in serious difficulty.

They substantiated the charge by reporting the large number

of colleges and universities considering orientation

changes. Six years later, Caple (1964) recommended that

freshman orientation courses should be removed from the cur-

riculum unless more appropriateness and effectiveness could

be demonstrated.

Changes were being considered in the area of personnel

to be utilized as well as in the design of the program.

Fahrbach (1960) ?ointed to one of the weaknesses when he

determined that faculty appeared to have difficulty in pro-

viding for personal needs of students. Myers (1964) sug-

gested that the personnel needed to help freshmen adjust to

college included parents, students, former teachers and col-

lege staff. A 1971 survey of thirty institutions of higher

education indicated widespread use of personnel staff, fac-

ulty, fellow students, and non-college personnel (Freshmen

get help, 1971). Coupled with this change in philosophy of

personnel to be used was the change in the design of the

actual practice. Kronovet (1969) in a survey of 2,139 in-

stitutions of higher learning, summarized by noting the trend

toward Freshman Weeks, Pre-college clinics, and other deriva-

tions from the traditional semester long course.

At least two reasons are put forth to explain the change

in orientation practices. Mueller (1961) describes the
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growth of student populations, especially their diversity, as

a key conslderation in outmoding older methods and theories

of education in general. Secondly, when orientation programs

were questioned, evaluation procedures demonstrated that the

results of the orientation practices were not always the an-

ticipated result (Foxley, 1969). Students, when given the

opportunity, reported that their needs were not being met

(Patty, 1966).

Purpose of the Study

The purpose this study was to test the hypothesis

that those student: whose freshman orientation course con-

sisted of small developmental groups led by trained peers

would demonstrate no more competence in adjusting to college

than the information-centered, professionally taught orienta-

tion approach. One secondary purpose was to test the differ-

ences either program made when compared to a control group

(no formal orientation program).

Definitions of Concepts and Terms

1. Orientation: An institution's structured ef-
forts designed to enhance the new college stu-
dents' educational and social experiences. It
is a process designed to break down the bar-
riers that stand between the opportunities
that colleges offer and the ability of the stu-
dent to benefit from the opportunities (Hoff-
man & Plutchik, p. 28, 1959).
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2. Orientation course: The nine-week long, one
college credit hour course Freshman Orienta-
tion 101.

3. Paraprofessional counselors: The term para-
professional indicates those full-time under-
graduate students interested in group work or
in helping freshmen. These counselors will
have had some previous training or experience
in counseling Ednd group work; thus, trained
peers.

4. Grade point average: The cumulative grade
point average at the end of the first semes-
ter.

5. Retention or continued enrollment: A student
who completes formal enrollment for the second
semester of his freshman year.

6. Definitions of groups:

a) Experimental (Traditional): Those sec-
tions of freshman orientation with pre-
planne( lectures, discussions, films,
commercially prepared materials to improve
study,ng and reading skills, and other
activities designed to reach the course
obj(!ctives (Marker, 1970).

b) Experimental (Small Croups): Those sec-
tions being directed by peers who are
full-time students classified as under-
graduates.

c) Control group (CC): There will be fresh-
men randomly selected from the freshman
orientation class enrollment to be ex-
cluded from either formal freshman orien-
tation program for the purpose of control.

7. Perception of college campus climate: This
concept will be defined and measured in terms
of the scales included in College and Univer-
sity Environment Scales, second edition.
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Rationale for Hypotheses

Although some studies similar in nature to this research

have failed to demonstrate any significant relationship be-

tween the program and academic success, retention, and other

related variables (Warren, 1970; Reiter, 1964); a cursory

examination of the literature reveals that a majority of the

experimentation was oriented toward intellectual facts, in-

formation, subject matter content, and understanding of

things (cognitive domain) rather than tcward people and

understanding of self (Plutchik and Hoffman, 1958; Kronovet,

1969; Drake, 1966). In other words, there has been an em-

phasis on the facts at the expense of feelings and emotions.

Those efforts designed to meet the expressed needs of

students have differed primarily in either of two ways from

this study. Either the groups were led by trained counselors

or by undergraduates not trained in process or dynamics

and/or the program was remedial in design. This study will

attempt to test the following hypotheses.

Hypotheses

1. There are no significann differences in per-
1 ceptions of the college campus climate as

measured by the College and University En-
vironment Scales, second edition.

2. There are no significant differences in cumu-
lative first semester grade point averages
among the traditional course participants,
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participants in small process groups led by
peers, and in the control group who experi-
enced no formal program.

3. There are no significant differences in enroll-
ment for the succeeding semester among parti-
cipants from the traditional classes, the small
groups, or the control groups.

Significance

Institutions of higher education that implemen' new or

re-created orientation programs have a unique opportunity and

duty to determine whether the program's objectives match stu-

dent needs. This study should assist in determining the

effectiveness of a developmental program experienced at the

beginning of the college career. Hopefully, this study will

add to the empirical base necessary for adequate institution-

al curriculum evaluation at East Central State College; Ada,

Oklahoma.

Summary

Dissatisfaction with orientation programs has caused

concern and willingness to try new approaches.

During this century, the number of colleges and univer-

sities deciding to implement some formal type of orientation

experience has grown from a handful to almost universal

acceptance.
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E;xlier, regular administrative staff and the academic

faculty planned and executed the orientation programs; where-

as, recently there is consider-ble involvement of student

personnel staff, students, and non-college persons.

The content of the orientation course seems to vary with

the philosophy attached to each college's definition of

orientation.

An apparent trend indicates more emphasis being placed

on the satisfaction of the social/personal needs of fresh-

men by fellow students.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to present the relevant

literature related to developing orientation practices in

higher education in the United States. A short review of the

goals, history, and development of the freshman orientation

movement previews the discussion of the needs of contemporary

college students. Then, the use of peers, fellow college

students, as effective group leaders is presented to charac-

terize the use of paraprofessionals.

Historical Freshman Orientation Practices

Although Boston University inaugurated the first fresh-

man orientation course in 1888, little attention was given to

formal orientation practices nationally until the early

1900's. From 1900 to 1920, various colleges and universities

dreloped series of lectures dealing with various phases of

univerfity life. Normally, these were required, non-credit

courses (Drake, 1966).

12
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During the 1920's, the orientation courses' content re-

flected higher education's enchantment with the liberal arts

approach to higher education. Doermann (1926) reported such

course titles as Dartmouth's "Evolution" and Columbia's

"Introduction to Contemporary Civilization." Other colleges,

such as Antioch and Brown used the approach of issues and/or

problems, i.e., study techniques, use of the library, per-

sonal etiquette, and vocational choice.

Concurrently, several institutions used a short period

of time to test, counsel, inform, register and entertain

freshmen prior to the beginning of classes. These pre-

college practices were commonly called, "Freshman Weeks"

(Drake, 1966).

These early orientation attempts were received quite

favorably. By 1930, Wrenn (1930) reported better than one-

half of all colleges and universities had initiated some type

of orientation practice. Followinc World War II, Kamm and

Wrenn (1947) conducted a higher education survey of 126

institutions and reported all either had an orientation pro-

gram or were planning one. Recently, Kronovet (1969) deter-

mined that 92% of the 1,327 reporting institutions in her

survey of 2,139 United States colleges and universities use

some formal form of freshman orientation.

The most frequently utilized orientation practice today

is the short 2- to 7-day pre-college clinic (Kronovet, 1969).
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Goals of Freshman Orientation

The goals of the popular "Freshman Week" approach are

usually related to institutional administrative tasks and

some social/personal activities, such as picnics, dances, and

campus tours (Kronovet, 1969).

The goals of the semester long required course type of

freshman orientation are more diversified. Some courses in-

troduced the freshman to broad areas of academic study (Bell,

1968). Dartmouth's "Evolution" and Columbia's "Introduction

to Contemporary Civilization" would be examples of this pur-

pose (Ball, 1923). This academic purpose of the orientation

course has become atypical today (Grant, 1971).

Krode (1930) and Bookman (1948) reported many freshman

orientation programs attempted to help freshmen with their

specific problems and needs. Schaffer (1962) clarified the

inherent difficulty of meeting "assumed" student needs in-

stead of "expressed" or "determined" student needs. Strang

(1951) supported the value that the freshmen's personal prob-

lems and matters were more important than the introduction to

intellectual studies.

This investigator attended the 1971 National Orientation

Directors' Conference. Many of the colleges and universities

represented provided pamphlets and leaflets describing their

respective orientation programs. Of the 100 or more
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institutions represented, only four provided information

speaking directly and specifically to the goals of the pro-

grams.

The University of South Carolina listed six goals in

their fall 1971 Orientation Programs: ? to provide chance

to make friends, 2) to familiarize students with registra-

tion procedures, 3) to plan academic programs, 4) to explain

the rules and regulations, 5) to familiarize the student to

the campus, and 6) to offer some vocational choice help

(Freshman Orientation, University of South Carolina, 1971).

The University of Maryland stated a general goal of

having the purpose_ of acquainting students with services in

the physical, academic, cultural, and social areas (Freshman

Orientation, University of Maryland, 1971).

Wichita State University described their goals as being

in three areas: 1) helping the student acquire new friends,

2) planning academic programs, and 31 registering and enroll-

ing (Freshman Orientation, Wichita State University, 1971).

Purdue University stated their goals of orientation to

include introducing the student to the campus and opportuni-

ties found there and to answer questions (Freshman Orienta-

tion, Purdue University, 1971).

Some institutions have contracted the orientation pro-

gram to specialty service companies; such as National

ship Methods, Austin, Texas, who emphasize the use of fellow



students in group leadership roles to hel; the freshmen

achieve security, adjustment, and identity through the pro-

cess of a small group experience as orientation (Davis,

1971).

One private Texas firm (Davis, 1971) reported 200 higher

education institutions as clients of their program. Davis

(1971) described his program as one using trained college

students as group leaders in freshman orientation. The

stated purpoAe of this approach was to assist the freshman in

meeting his personal needs as described in the preceeding

paragraph.

As vague and general as these stated goals seem to be,

they remain the only evidence of goals that appeared on

orientation irformation material from these various colleges

and universities .-epresented at the 1971 National Orientation

Directors' Conference.

The identification of which needs students actually

have, or report, seemed essential to any adequate attempt at

orientation.

Needs of College Students

By the 1960's, college students reported by various

methods that their needs, aspirations, and values were chang-

ing and unmet (Coelho, Hamburg, and Murphey, 1963).
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e.3 r( )orted ne2ds and especially the method

usee to communicate this feeling reflects Amer :RIS societal

problems. In ::.l is unst:le ar6 changing worP. lntemporary

.-)11ego grc)w up =,,,Ith their parents' values El'O com-

uitments (kaufman, et al., 1968). Typically, tocay COL'. ge

s'udent, se he world as cold, mechanical, .,!.stract,

meaningless (2oelho, al., 1963). Affluelce in

the :disc of vverty, ',ne racial tensions, the polluted en-

vironir.nt. the decaying cirles, "ad the erparent lowerine of

tci ':,9:_te.ntiLi quality of lif ce freuently referred by

srch research group is the NE 'anal Commission of the Causes

ana Preventi:n of Vi.olence (To '..scablish Jus:_ice, 1969)

thusly:

Today's inz:elligent, idea;istic students see
a na-j ohlcl- has achiev-d 0-- physical aoility
to proN1.2.te fr ', shelter z,:vi e'ucation for all,
but has not cc devised so _al institutions that
do so. The see a Elciet: bu'lt on the prin-
ciple that cl; met are created equal, that has
DJt vet asnureu equal opperturr_ty in life. They
s.e a world of nation-states 'ith the technical
briLlian,:e to harness th,i ul,..mate energy, but
without the common 3erve tc i.;ree on methods of
preventi7T mutual des-ructiaL /pp. 210-211/.

a committee invesrigatirg the cavces of cam-

pus :msicas list!d. rs important sources of discontent, the

feeli or ind!tfer and neglect, terectyping. political

impD'-ace, poA.r.e art .;,n, discriminat.:::, Int' lidetion, and

rigie . (.(amens 1967).

11111111411111.1111111111161111111111&111Willig IWO
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College students describe their freshman year as a hard

or difc.ictAt one (Birney, Coplin, and Grose, 1960; Baur,

1965), which is reflected by the fact that most schools'

dropout rate is highest during the first year of college

(Treat and Medsker, 1168).

There is evidence that freshmen undergo a change in

a-nAtudes and behavior after a few months of college.

:oelho, Hamburg, and Murphey (1963) noted that during the

early months of college ri_f not the whole freshman year)

freshmen attempt to meet as many new friends as possible.

Rather indiscriminately, they reach out for those nearest at

hand to make friends. These early acquaintances help over-

come loneliness, help students feel accepted, and meet the

need for orientation to a new Ctuation by sharing informa-

tion (Feldr.,an and Newcomb, 1970).

Thee dimensions of studet ieeds seem to be asking

wheth,r or lot the college experience could assist the stu-

dent in adjusting and coping wit-' c.cie4-- The needs of col-

lege students haw dot been met by ti_e'ti approaches

(Newcomb, 1968).

One of the devlo?mental needs most frequently men-

tioned in the literr.ure is the need t" gain independence

from the family and _he home (Sanford, 1956). Many students

need the independence that will let them decide why they are

in college. Siice tic all students enroll for academic
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reasons, an orientation emphasizing intellectual affairs may

not meet their other needs (Mayhew, 1969).

During the transition between the security of childhood

and the independent adult role, the developing student finds

himself in an anxiety-filled position (Wigent, 1971). During

childhood the social and personal needs were met by parents.

By late adolescence, college students have a stro:Ig need of

acceptance by age and sex peers (Newcomb, 1968). As a re-

sult, students commonly report personal relationships with

peers as among the most important ways they attempt to meet

their needs (Mayhew, 1969). These students frequently state

that they receive very little aid on important problems from

parents, schools or college professionals (Mayhew, 1969).

Kauffman (1968) commented that:

The most effective teachers usually are other
students. While classroom instructors have more
knowledge and greater skills than a student's
classmates, his classmates interact with him more
frequently and at a deeper and more intimate
level. They therefore contribute greatly to the
level of reception he turns on in the classroom.
... so the student friendship group helps deter-
mine what is learned in college, how it is
learned, and what effect both knowledge and the
learning experience have on the student's total
personality /pp. 12-13/.

A recent Hazen Foundation research publication

(Kauffman, 1968) characterizes today's college student:

1) Students are seeking enduring commitments but
are skeptical about the ideologies and ortho-
doxies that clamor for their loyalty.
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2) Because of their suspicion about formal ideol-
ogy, the new students turn to human relation-
ships as the source of most of the purpose and
meaning they seek in their lives.

3) The contemporary college student feels strong-
ly the need to belong but is profoundly skep-
tical about most of the organization he
encounters, particularly an organization that
claims to offer him an education.

4) The new student is generous and idealistic in
his own fashion but is frequently fearful that
any long-term commitment to social service may
destroy his idealism and thwart his freedom.

5) The new students, for all their apparent poise
and sophistication, a:e frequently hesitant
and uncertain.

6) Because of his doubts about himself, about
organizations, and the possibility of faith
and commitments, the new college student has
a tendency to be suspicious and distrustful
of the administrators, and to a lesser extent,
the faculty of his college.

7) Students come to college with a great deal of
excitement and willingness to do work
demanded of them, but their expectations and
performance usually decline during the first
months of the freshman year.

8) Most students apparently expect that the col-
lege years will mark the definitive end of
their dependence on their parents ./..pp. 19-21/.

The college peer group gains power from several ties to

its individual members. Newcomb (1968) has developed the

rationale that propinquity is one natural explanation of the

close and strong ties among these members. College students

have the opportunity to spend many hours together.

Feldman and Newcomb (1970) reviewed several studies and

concluded that college peer groups provide, "... general
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emotional support to the students; the peer group fulfills

needs not met by the curriculum, the classroom, or the fac-

ulty" 2367. Pervin (1966) found that friends and social

t.es may also serve to discourage voluntary withdrawal from

college for personal or social reasons. The findings of sev-

eral writers confirm the premise that peer groups can meet

the "r'isitive self-image" needs for students who are disap-

pcinteJ or not completely successful academically (Coelho,

et al., 1963; Bushnell, 1962; Kamens, 1967).

Three primary functions of college attendance include

widening the students' realm of acquaintances, removing some

of his provincialisms, ano creating a more open person in

relation to possible value change (Grant, 1971). Peers and

friends do have mutual impacts. A representative sample of

existing literature reveals that peer groups at college show

a tendency to be similar in values, attitudes, interests and

behavior (Feldman and Newcomb, 1970).

Yet, other studies demonstrate how, under certain con-

ditions, the peer group can support and facilitate the aca-

demic and intellectual goals of the college (Newcomb, 1968).

One review (Newcomb, 1968) of studies reports peer groups

.., can also challenge old values, provide intel-
lectual stimulation and act as a sounding board
for new points of view, present new inLormatiori
and new experiences to the student, he'.13 to clari-
fy new self-definitions, suggest new career possi-
bilities, and to provide e.totional_swport of
students who are changing p.



To further support the contention, Farnsworth (1957)

noted, "Among the strongest forces acting on the new student

as he enters college are the traditions of the older students

handed down ... from one college generation to another"

5. 2477. Freedman (1960) expressed additional support for

using peers:

Suffice it to say now that in our opinion the
scholastic and academic aims and processes of the
college are in large measure transmitted to in-
coming students or mediated for_them by the pre-
dominant student culture _b. 10/.

The Paraprofessional Movement

The fact that peers have considerable influences upon

other college,istudents has been demonstrated. Peers are more

accessible to students than are professors, counselors, or

parents. A peer fli,nr help by simply directing a freshman

toward a more effective problem-solving approach.

By training the peer hel,er, paraprofessional, several

additional ave-iut8 of help can be realized: 1) aid the peer

helper to anticipate crisis times, 2) support the peer leader

by teachi/g him how to provide supportive/facilitative coun-

seling, and 3) teach him how to assist others in learning

(Pyle and Snyder, 1971).

At first glance, one might assume that a peer or para-

professional counselor would be an individual with less

training than a professional counselor. However, this



concept happens to be an oversimplification. For example,

the program developed by Rioch and her associates (Rioch,

Elkes, and Flint, 1965) trained mature women as mental health

counselors involved an intensive 2-year training program

whIch seemed to compare favorably with most university pro-

fessional prograats, especially in terms of the applied exper-

ience received.

Carkhuff (1971) reported that his paraprofessionals

received 1,000 hours of training, half of which was human

relations training. Therefore, some paraprofessionals

appeared to have a significant amount of applied training

even if they did not receive academic training and formal

degrees. Obviously, however, not all paraprofessional coun-

selors received that much training. For example, several of

the chapters in the book by Guerney (1969) reported the use

of paraprofessionals who had little formal training.

The amount and type of training paraprofessionals

receive seemed to be tied to the kind of function they per-

form. Some view paraprofessionals functioning basically as

professional counselors (Rioch, et al., )965). Others

(Cowan, Zak, and Laird, 1969) have trained volunteers to act

as paraprofessionals in elementary schools, as behavioral

therap!sts in hospitals (Kreitzer, 1969) and as companions to

troubled college students (McCarthy and Michaud, 1971).
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To sum, little could be generalized about paraprofes-

sional counselors with the exception that they have more

diverse roles, experiences, and training than do the trali-

tional professional counselors. There is not such thing as a

paraprofessional counselor. There are different kinds of

non-professional helpers who vary in skill, training, and

needs.

Since the mid-1960's a considerable body of ..esearth

literature has repeatedly confirmed the concepts that non-

professionally trained /171On-Ph. D. holders/ can be effective

as counselors or "helpers." Leadership for this research

impetus was given by Robert Carkhuff and his associates.

Carkhuff and Truax's (1965) approach was to ideatify the

necessary conditions existing in a counseling or helping

relationship:

(a) Therapist accurate empathic understand-
ing; (b) therapist warmth positive regard;
(c) therapist genuineness lf ,;elf-congruence; and
(d) patient depth of self-exploration !..p. 3367.

Carkhufc and Truax (1960 have demonstrated the effec-

Liveness of using paraprofeonally trained personnel as

co,.rselors.

The results demonstrated the effectiveness of time-

limited lay group counseling, coming from a short-term inte-

grated didactic and experiential approach to effective grog)

leadership. Other research indicated these conditions
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predict positive client personality and behavioral change

(Rogers, 1962; Tomlinson and Hart, 1962; and Bergin and Solo-

man, 1963).

Several attempts have been made to apply these findings

in a variety of situations. As early as 1965, Frank Riessman

(1965) outlined the large number of situations where mini-

mally-trained persons were able to effect an improvement for

those needing help. Riessman's documentation covered the

famous Synanon drug addict center, Alcoholics Anonymous, and

fellow student programs as well as many other specific exam-

ples. Riessman concluded that nonprofessionals can help. A

side effect noted was the frequent improvement of the func-

tioning of the helper.

By spring 1970, the idea of peer counseling was con-

sidered an important enough issue to merit a special issue

from the ERIC Counseling and Personnel Services Information

Center (Matson, 1970). This entire booklet was used to

describe various research and innovative projects using peer

counselors in a variety of roles. This documert recognized

the success and significance of using peer counselors in edu-

cation. Muro (1970) further delineated the positive effects

of using peer counselors in a developmental guidance program

in Auburn, Maine. Authorities in higher education borrowed

know' _:age of the effectiveness of peer counselors from other

sources and adapted their use to college life.
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Hardee (1959) surveyed the various roles of counselors

and noted the use of peer counselors at many higher education

institutions. Brown (1965) built upon the knowledge derived

from the Hardee survey and analyzed specific behavior of stu-

dent counselors. Brown concluded that students were fre-

quently used in smaller four-year colleges as effective small

group leaders. These.leaders were usually dormitory person-

nel. The students' effectiveness in Brown's study, was

determined impressionistically by the director of the coun-

seling center in the 118 colleges surveyed.

Encouraged by the findings of the survey, Brown collabo-

rated with associates (Zunker and Brown, 1966; Brown, 1965;

Brown, 1971; Brown, Hassey, and Cortes, 1970) to determine

experimentally the actual effect of using peer counselors.

The findings of these four investigations included:

1) Student counselors were as effective as professional

counselors on all criteria of counseling productivity em-

ployed; 2) the student counselors received greater acceptance

from counselees than did the professional counselors; and

3) freshmen counseled by student counselors made greater use

of the information received during counseling, as reflected

by earned grades and residual study problems; 4) students

counseled by other students earned one-half letter grade more

and gored higher on measures -f study behavior than

"matched" controls; 5) potential college dropouts benefitted
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from student counseling on a multi-criterions basis; 6)

finally, a cross-cultural replication study confirmed the

hypothesis that students attending the Universidad Nacional

AutOnoma de Mexico showed significant gains on the same cri-

terion measures.

Related Institutional Research

East Central State College has assumed the obligatior of

providing experiences designed to meet the beginning fresh-

men's needs. The staff member (Marker, 1970) responsible for

the freshman orientation course has made significant changes

in the course design and content and had stated his willing-

ness to participate in experimental research to benefit the

class.

The Dean of the College (James, 1969) has been concerned

that the needs of incomint, freshmen do not seem to be met in

a preventive or developmental program.

At the request of President Wagner, Dr. Roy Maxwell

(1970), Director of Research and Development at the college,

surveyed the 1961 East Central State College freshman class

and found the most frequently reported need to be able to

identily will the college.

During tile next fall, Bonner (1970) conducted a pilot

study emphasizing group guidance through the use of upper

divi:.nn students. The objective of this study were to
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determine the effectiveness of a group guidance program upon

reducing the freshman attrition rate; to determine the

effects of this project on the attitudes of freshmen related

to the college, professors, class attendance, and campus or-

ganizations; to determine the effects of the group guidance

project on the reported self-concept of the freshmen; and to

develop peer group leadership skills for the upcoming formal

experimental study.

Since no control group was available and the instruments

used were designed locally and had no validation data, the

results do not seem appropriate to be reported.

Enough interest was aroused by the pilot project to in-

fluence Jim Caruthers, Director of the Counseling and Tutor-

ing Special Services Programs, to write a Spring 1971

Project (Caruthers, 1971) whose purpose was to use trained

college students to lead small groups in college adjustment

processes.

Additional interest in the area of innovation in the

freshman orientation class was noted by the paper given at

the fall 1971 National Orientation Directors' Conferance,

Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma (Bonner,

1971).

This paper dealt with a proposed model for a re-created

freshman orientation program. This paper recommended the use
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of trained college students to assist freshmen in whatever

program was eventually designed.

Conclusions Drawn from Review of Literature

The major conclusions which can be drawn from this

review of the literature on freshmen orientation programs

are:

1. The nature of contemporary higher education deter-

mines a need for some type of freshman orientation.

2. Orientation procedures vary from institution to

institution.

3. Most colleges and universities provide some type of

orientation program.

4. Little experimental research related to the effect:

of various orientation programs is extant.

5. The use of trained upperclassmen as leaders in

orientation is rather extensive.

6. Peers have a tremendous impact u?on each other.

7. Peers, trained to a paraprofessional level, can

provide the necessary conditions to meet the needs of college

students.
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CHAPTER III

DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

Introduction

The objective of this investigation was to evaluate the

impact selected approaches to the freshman orientation course

have on students enrolling in East Central State College for

the first time.

More precisely, this study was designed to determine if

the orientation program was related to first see ter cumu-

lative grade point averages; to tendencies for freshmen to

re-enroll for the spring semester, and/or to the f-eshmen's

perceptions of the campus environment.

Description of Populacion

The population for this study consisted of randomly

selected freshmen who enrolled in freshman orientation bring

the fall semester of 1971 at East Central State College, Ada,

Oklahoma. This enrollment normally includes all beginning

freshmen.

v
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From the ectiors ± Freshmo,i Orientation 10), each en-

rol' .? was assed a Italber from a table o; ...andol numbers

(Winer, 19E2). 1.!. 1, table as consule f assignment

of students to ear :he three grows. The groups were

randomly E.'3i aed -Ather the control grcup, experimen-

tal (tradition?.: t .ture group or the experiment.1 (small

groups) that Chnctic,ee E,S peer-led process groups

The ,Ixpezimen," (traditional) group partici. 2d in tL

regular freshman orientation course taught by :he ,,rof ision-

al staff in-tructor. The instructional method was rre;nnted

by lecture television vi,,eotapc playbacks, and oCiel: audio-

visual ;ids. The conter:. of the course emphasized the geog-

raphy the campus, ruler ind reulations, 1" to study,

library use skills, 'Id otner subjnct matter traditionally

4-aught it orientation cLasses.

One 'au; fired forty -three stucer:s aseigned to the experi-

mental (ti, 'itionall fi ished the course and crim-

ple'.ed the iristruments necessary for this investigati)n.

The e2perimentA. (small groups) participated in the

freshrian orientation course lea by upperclassmen trained in

group dynamic,. Sewnty-four iceshmnn finished this eperi-

ace. This number was :etermined by the limited number of

available grcu2 leader3.

Fifty enrolled freshmen .tudents who had enrolled tn

Freshman Grientatrol 101 ere called together and told that
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the college would not be able to offer them orientation

during the fall semester. These students reported back on

the date set for the posttest. Of the original 50 control

group "CG" members, 36 were posttested and served as the con-

trols.

Sele,:tion and Training of Group Leaders

The upperclassmen used as group leaders were selected

from applicants having been recommended by faculty, student

personnel staff, Lno/or psychology classes. Those selected

tc. be group leaders participated in a pre-service training

:seminar and training sessions that ran concurrently to the

group leading experience.

Dr. Rex Finrt-can, Director of Counseling Services; and

Dr. Pat Murphy. senior staff counselor; Oklahoma State Uni-

versity, Stillwater, Oklahoma, served as consultants to the

pre-service training seminar. Dr. Finnegan and Dr. Murphy

designed the seminar along the lines of the National Training

Laboratory (NTL) model (Bradford, 1964),

The main goals of this training session included (1)

developing a communal interest and "stake" in the upcoming

group experience, and (2) building a program relevant to the

freshmen (Finnegan, 1971). . iry input, ac-

tive group particinst-oa, aad activ:A/ orccessing were used

to obtain the goals of the seminar.

IL
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The trainers taught the theory by lecturettes, films,

tap=s and demonstrations. The concepts and/or skills set

forth in theory form were then explored and expanded upon by

the individuals in small group interactions. After each per-

son had an opportunity to participate, the whale group would

re-;-orm into one or two groups being 1(.1 by the trainers.

Thee process groups analyzed, evaluated and provided feed-

bacc about the activities undergone.

Specific activities experienced by the seminar enrollees

(fLture freshmen orientation group leaders) included: (1)

getting acquainted exercises, (2) paraphrasing exercises,

(3) learning how to create useful feedback, (4) receiving

leadership theory lecturettes, (5) mirroring exercises, (6)

role playing to teach concept of sharing leadership, (7) par-

ticipa:ing in a power politics exercise, (8) violing the

films Twlve Angry Men and Flight of the Phoenix, and (9)

using a group decision making exercise, commonly known as the

"NASA exercise."

The seminar participants were exposed to au experience

emphasizing how a group functions and how this knowledge is

used to aryl::. individual members of the group to "grow" or

to solve problems.

siag the seminar, the student group leaders

attempLed to facilitate their assigned freshmen orientation

grout, in a manner similar to their seminar experience. These
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trained peer leaders (or paraprofessional counselors) were

supportea during the nine week experimental period by weekly

sessions held for them. These concurrent supporting and

training sessions emphasized the purposes, potentialities,

and problems evolving from their experience with the fresh-

man orientation groups.

Collection of Data

After the organized orientation programs had been expc-c-

ienced by the freshmen in the two experimental segments, "T"

and "SG", all three groups were administered the College and

University Environment Scales, second edition, on Novem-

ber 11, 1971.

Following up, in January 1972, overall first: semeste:

grades were obtained from tb- registrar's records. Enroll-

ment data were studied to determine spring 1972 enrollment

figures relating the three groups.

Instrumentation

The College and University Environment Scales (CUES)

was the basic sc-le instrument of this investigation. An

attempt *as made to assess the qualities of a college campus

based upon student perception by CUES. The reality of the

instructors, the facilities and services and the myriads of



personal contacts that exist have .:heir im- 'ortance in the

perceived relationships to other things anc people.

The perceptions of these relationships can be measured.

One way is to record the individual's perceptions of various

facets of campus life. The College and University Scales,

second edition, has been designed and validated upon the

preen s? of measuring students perceptions of the campus.

A posttest administration of CUES was used for two rea-

sons. Reiner and Robinson (1970) have noted the different

scores obtained from freshmen students prior to their attend-

ing college and their responses after having attended for

s-_..ma time. The different scores were explained as the dif-

ference between how the beginning students "expected" the

college to be like and how they later "perceived" the colle:;,

environment. Since the purpose cf tills study was to measure

"perceptions" of the college campus climate, a posttest

approach was required.

Secondly, a re-testing necessary in a pretest/posttest

design might influence the posttest scores since the inter-

vening experimental period was relatively short (Sax, 1963).

An additional concern of the investigator was that a pretest

of the CUES would contaminate the experiment by possibly

suggesting the purpose r, .bjective of the experimental

treatment (Sax, 1968).
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Pace (1969) reported scale scores group themselves

rather distirctly according to the type of college students

F)r this reason, the normative sample used in this

investigation was designated by Pace (1919, is Teachers Col-

le),:s. One of the colleges in this stan-a. 4ed sample has

S,utheastern State College, Durant, Oklahc a. Although east

.entral State College and Southeastern St.. *-_e College lost

teataer's college title several years ago, these

se-tools a-e obviously of a similar type.

In an earlier conpendium of research, Pace (1963) con-

cluded that

... there is no important or meaningful relation-
ship between: students' academic aptitude or per-
sonality Lh.racteristics and their perception of
the ceJege .environment p. 287.

A rather thorough review of the research liter. ure re-

lated to CUES produced only one isolated Ludy concerning a

junior college that contradicted Pace's comment:. Reiner

(1970) did find high school rank in class and venial score

were related to predictability of CUES scale scores on the

Awareness, Propriety, and Scholarship scales.

Since Pace (1963; 1969) had a 100 college sample and a

review of other related studies to support his contention

that academic ability and personality characteristics were

not meaningfully related to CUES responses, tbis investigFtor

chose to assign subjects randomly to the experimental and

control groups rather than attempt a "matching" of groups.
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Pace (1969) developed the arbitrary logic that anytime

tw,- thirdh of the responses were naded in the same direc-

tion, this item was being perceive.. as "characteristic" of

that ,/).lege. Following that ratl,:ale, Table I compares the

mean scc,:es of freshmen from Reiner's (1970) study, Pace's

(1969) study, and the scores obtained from the present inves-

tigation.

TABLE I

CUES MEAN SCORES

B C D E F G

Reiner study 14 28 26 17 17 NA NA
Face "TC" 2b 25 16 20 15 NA NA
ECSC 27 24 17 15 24 24 13

A = E.-acticaLity; B = Community; C = Awareness; D = Pro-
priety; E = Scholarship; F = Campus Morale; G = Quality of
Teacting

The total instrument contains 160 items. Some of the

items are keyed differently to obtain scores on different

sub-tests. Five scales, containing twent items each, are

described by Pace (1969).

1. Practicality: The twenty items that contri-
bute to the score from this scale describe an
environment characterized by enterprise,
organization, material benefi-s, and social
activities. There are both vocational and
collegiate-emphases. A kind of orderly



supervision is evident ir the administration
and the classwork. As in many organized soci-
eties there is also some personal benefit and
prestige to be obtained by operating in the
system -- knowing the :fight people, being in
the right clubs, becoming a leader, respecting
one's superir:s, and so forth. The environ-
ment, though structured, is not repressive
because it responds to entrepreneurial activi-
ties and is generally characterized by good
fun and school spirit.

2. Community: The items in this scale describe a
friendly, cohesive, group-oriented campus.
There is a feeling of group welfare and group
loyalty that encompasses the college as a
whole. The atmosphere is congenial; the cam-
pus is a community. Faculty members know the
students, they are interested in their prob-
lems, and they go out of their way to be help-
ful. Student life is characterized by
togetherness and sharing rather than by pri-
vacy and cool detachment.

3. Awareness: The items in this scale seem to re-
flect a concern about, and emphasis upon,
three sorts of meaning: personal, poetic, and
political. An emphasis upon self-understand-
ing, reflectiveness, and identity suggests the
search for personal meaning. A wide range of
opportunities Zor creative and appreciative
relationships co painting, music, drama,
poetry, sculpture, architecture, and the like,
suggests the search for poetic meaning. A
concern about events around the world, the
welfare of mankind, and the present end future
condition of man suggests the search for po-
litical meaning and idealistic commitment.
What seems to be evident in this sort of en-
vironment is a stress on awareness, an aware-
ness of t:elf, of society, and of aesthetic
stimuli. Along with this push toward expan-
sion, and perhaps as necessary condition for
it, there is an encouragement of questioning
and dissent and a tolerance of nonconformity
and personal expressiveness.

4. Prc,)riety: These items describe an environ-
ment that is polite and considerate. Caution

38
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and thoughtfulness are evident. Group stand-
ards of decorum are important. There is an
absence of demonstrative assertive, argum,',It -

tive, rls".-taking activities. In general, the
campus atmosphere is mannerly, considerate,
proper, d conventional.

5. Scholarship: The items in this scale describe
q environment characterized by intellectually
et-lastic discipline. The emphasis is on
:c .petitiveiy high academic achievement and a
se -ious interest in scholarship. The pursuit

owledge and theories scientific or phil-
os-pL:;...-.al, is ca::Lied on rigorously. Intel-
le4:tual eculaLions, ar interest in ideas,
knowledge for i:s own sake, and intellectual
discipline -- all these are characteristic of
the new environment L. 11/.

Two new scales that have been added to the second edi-

tion measure, 1) Cavip- Morale, twenty-two items; and 2)

The Quality of Teaching an,_ Fac:Ilty-Student Relationships,

eleven items:

6. Campus Morala: The items in this scale de-
scribe an environment characterized by accept-
ance of sccial norms, group cohesiveness,
friendly assimilation into campus life, and,
at the same time, a commitment to intellectual
pursuits and freedom of expression. Intellec-
tual goal; are exemplified and widely shared
in an atmosphere of personal and social rela-
tionships that are both supportive and
spirited.

7. Quality of Teaching and Faculty-Student Rela-
tionships: This scale defines an atmosphere
in which professors ale perceived to be schol-
arly, to set high standards, to be clear,
adaptive and flexible. At The same time, this
academic quality of teachini is infused with
warmth,interest, and helpfk.lness toward stu-
dent:, /p. li/.

The scales were scored oy the key Pace (1969) described.

A weight of zero was assigned when the item was marked in the
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direction other than proposed by the Pace key. A weight. o'

one was assigned to items marked in the keyed direction.

In the technical manual accompanying the scale, Pace

(1969) presents the internally derived consistency estimJtes

as follows: Practicality, .89; Community, 32; Awareness,

.94; Propriety, .89; and Scholarship, .90. 'he two new

scales are experimental in nature and did not have reliabth-

ty estimates reported.

The validity of the CUES was determined by comparin.

CUES resporse patterns correlationally to other well-kaJwn

research instruments. Pace (1969) compared the CUES

responses to Astin's (1965) Who Goes Where to Celle e?, and

the National Opinion Research Center (Nak.:,) survey (NORC,

1961).

Astin's (1965) Who Goes Where to College? was the

application of the wra-known Environmental A=csessment Tech-

nique (EAT) (Astin ane Holland, 1961).

The 1961 NORC s'..,.:Arey had students to rate their college

on the variables of teach!mg excellence, research facilities,

faculty, and student body (National Opinion Research Center,

1961).

Based on the correlations found, Pace (1969) noted

several validation findings:

(17 Characteristics of stuemts are ger,arally
congruent with characteristics of iae
b-hool they attend.
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(J The behavior of students and various atti-
tudes and values expressed by them in college
are also generally congruent with the
environmental press of their campus.

D7 Some of the "institutional factors" described
by Astin have modest relationships to the
campus atmosphere perceived by students.

1A7 The conclusion from such association is that
campus atmosphere, as measured by CUES, is a
concept buttressed by a Rood deal of concur-
rent validity gip. 53-54/.

Experimental Treatment

The evaluation of experimental (tradit!onvi) group has

as its purpose the validation of the effectiveness ,1

traditional freshman orientation class. This group experi-

enced freshman orientation in the form of lectures, vi,:eo-

tapes, ana other audio-iist.al aids used to convey the subject

content of college ruler ar regu,_= :ions, how to study, loca-

tion of offices and services o campus, how to use the

library, and class registration `reformation. This group

attended large lecture sections for tw... hours weekly for nine

weeks. The Associate Deans of Studa-at Personnel were the

lecturers.

The experimental (smal. ;ri,Jps) orilit:ition course had a

different approach. This experimental c,rcur attended a small

group meeting for two hours weekly for nine weeks. These

groups were led by upper classmen who had minimal (one

week's) training in small group dynamics; such as, group
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development, group roles, observer technicires, role-playing

and other specialized procedures.

These groups functioned in a group dynamics fasl-Z.on with

no emphasis mde to any particular subject matter or topics.

The structure was such that information, facts, and subie,:t

matter were of secondary importance. Rather, these pee2-led

groups functioned in a group development fashion.

A control group was appropriately selected for an evait-

ation of the effect the experimentEl (tradit,emal) group has

on freshmen as well EF the effect of using cm.11 groups --

exrerimental (small groups), The control group was told that

tht, college would be unable to offer them a course in fre3'1.-

mar orientatioi: u-,-ing their first semesie-. The control

group received ro formalized orientation.

Analysis of at.

AnalyseL of the data are compiecc in two major proce-

dural operatiyts. The first analyses ar:- made for two

experimental groups and the control grow using an xtension

of Duncan's Mu'iple range Test (Kramer, 1956). This test

enabed a :igrrous testing for L;tatistica_ly significant

diffE:ences between pairs of tfeatment meits.

The randomized assignment to groups d the use of a

posttest only was ba-ed on the p :oblem occur ring whet test



sre v idity would be questionare because of the short

time between pretesting and posttesting (Sax, 1968).

The pr 1L-,st sore re ..its are responses of the individuals

in e.;pr!riu'...atal and control groups on the seven subtests of

e CUES.

The s :,nd set of analyses is made for the experimental

aLd ,roup to compare fee overall first semester grade

point riev.Iges.

tIir set of analyse; was concerned with comparisons

of re-enrrIlm nt data for the-1 spring 1972 semester. This

data of a nom lal nature were compared using the Chi-square

technique ('hiljon, 1963) .



CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

Introductiou

The purpose of this chapter :s z.-=,) ?resent the results of

statistical analyses of the data. The .05 1,n,e1 of probabil-

ity was used to determine the F'-gnificance ef a): statistical

tests. The hypotheses we-e non-directed; therefor..', two-

tailed vests of significance were employed.

The three groups NtLaert, were divide6 1.1t.) the

Expertmeatal (Traditionel!, p;rimen:Al (Small Croups) and

Control for the tr.t.T..!!,c. Nriod (frestduar r:enta-

tion).

L he co L was t:ompi,.ted, thy. LUES Ins 81pinii.-

tered t all thice groups The CUES includes seven Ical s

whose pufv)se is to Aet lr- Ae tl pe-ceptions stude-its have

of the cha,acteristicq of :-2eir .811e,r,c climate. 1- x

CE1 ity sca: e de -.1 a Mir lte ( mi3sion, m, ail. bene-

fits, ald E )C t 17.4.1J4rier. mmunity sea' ! depicts a

friendly, c Alc.ci%) grot.l.orie ^3mpus . The Awareness

scale empfa 31 zes pe 1, )o ti. , Lad pt,1: _kcal values on
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campus. The Ty,piety scale relates to concern tc,r rules and

regulations, vliteness, and caution Little assertion, ar-

gument or cissent would be evident on campus characterized

by a high sco:i cu the Propriety scale. The Scholarship

scale characterizes a campus that em:hasizes the inte11.2ctual

and scholastic vanes. The Campus Morale scale describes a

zampus by its friendliness, freedom of expression, and group

identity. The f,uality of Teaching and Faculty-Student Rela-

tionships scale defines a climate where the faculty are

scholarly, are flexible, and exhibit warmth and interest

toward students.

After the fall semester was completed, overall first

semester grades fo the students who participated in the pro-

ject were obtained from the records of the Registrar.

Enrollme, data for the following semester were ..nalyzed to

determine the enrollment patterns of the three groups.

Table II presents the results obtained by the November,

1971 administration of the CULS to the three groups in the

project.

Table III depicts the results of the analysis of the

grade point averages among the three groups.

Table IV portrays the results of the comparison of

enrollment data among the three groups for the spring 1972

semester.
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TABLE II

OBTAINED MEAN SCOM:S
AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS

ON CUES SCALES

SMALL GROUPS
Mean/s,d.

TRADITIONAL
Mean/s.d.

CONTROL
Mean/s.d.

Practicality 12.23/2.0 12.49/2.5 12.50/2.6
Community 11.00/3.0 11.04/3.2 11.61/3.2
Awareness 9.53/3.7 10.00/3.9 10.08/3.8
Propriety 7.96/2.9 9.10/3.3 8.33/3.0
Scholarship 11.42/3.2 11.52/3.3 11.81/?.3
Campus Morale 12.09/3.9 12.24/3.8 12.42/4.8
Qual. of Teach. 6.3011.4 6.41/5.3 6.42/1.6

TABLE III

OBTAINED GRADE POINT AVERAGE'
PER GROUP

SMALL GROUPS TRADITIONAL CONTROL

Mean GPA 2.2966 2.3155 2.2791
s.d. .784 .745 .787

TABLE IV

ENROLLMENT FIGURES, SPRING 1972
AMONG THE THREE GROUPS

ENROLLED NOT ENROLLED TOTAL

Exp. (Small Groups) 58 16 74
Exp. (Traditional) 98 45 143
Control 27 9 36
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DiLa for the control group and the two experimental

groups I( prepared for the Oklahoma State University Com-

puter Center to be used on the IBM 7040 computer system.

Testing of Hypotheses

Hypothesis There are no significant differences

among the three groups in perceptions of the college campus

climate as measured by the College and University Environ-

ment Scales, second edition.

Kramer's (1956) extension of Duncan's Multiple Range

Test (1955) was used to test this hypothesis. The results

of these analyses of scales are presented in separate table

form. The calculation cf the Community scale data between

the control group and the experimental small groups yielded

a value of 4.15. A value cf 9.17 was needed for the .05

level of significance. When the control and experimental

groups were compared, a value of 4.31 was obtained. A 8.70

was needed for significance. The traditional and control

comparison yielded a .39 while a 8.70 was needed. The cal-

culation of the Community scale yielded no significant

difference; therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted.

The result of the analysis is presented in Table V.

The calculated values of the Awareness scale did not

reach the necessary criterion values on any of the three
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treatment pair comparison;. The null hypothesis was accepted.

The results o' the analysis are presented in Table VI.

TAB ,E V

COMMUNITY SCALE
(EMS = 9.86; df = 250)

Group
Comparisons N X

Calculated
Value

Criterion
Value Results

Control 36 11.61
vs. 4.15 9.17 Not Sign.

Experimental 74 11.00

Control 36 11.61
vs. 4.31 8.70 Not Sign.

Traditional 1h3 11.04

Traditional 143 11.04
vs. .39 8.70 Not Sign.

Experimental 74 11.00

The calculated alues of the Practicality scale did not

reach the necessary criterion values on any of the three

treatment pair comparisons. The .05 level of probability

was not obtained; therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted.

The results of the analysis are presented in Table

The calculated values of the Scholarship scale did not

reach the necessary criterion values on any of the three



treatment pair cor,,mrisons. The .05 level of probability

was not obtained; .herefore, the null hypothesis was accepted.

The results of the analysis are presented in Table VIII.

TABLE Vi

AWARENESS SCALE
(EMS = 14.90; df = 250)

Group Calculated Criterion
Comparisons N 5c" Value Value Results

Control 36 10.08
vs. 3.74 11.27

Experimental 74 9.53

Control 36 10.08
vs. .62 10.69

Traditional 143 10.00

Traditional 143 10.00
vs. 4.60 10.69

Experimental 74 9.53

Not Sign.

Not Sign.

Not Sign,

The calculated values of the Propriety scale reached

the necessary criterion value on only one of the comparisons

of treatmeAt pairs. When the traditional was compared to

the small groups, a value of 11.27 was obtained. A value of

9.23 was needed. The results of the analysis are presented

in Table IX.

i
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TABLE VII

eRACHCAL:TY SCALE
(EMS 5.63; df = 250)

Group
Comparisons N X

Calculated
Value

Criteric
Value Results

Control 36 12.50
vs. 1.83 7.04 Not Sign.

Experimental 74 12.23

Control 36 12.50
vs. .1,.7 6.68 Not Sign.

Traditional 143 12.49

Traditional 143 12.49
vs. 2.55 6.68 Not Sign.

Experimental 74 12.23

TABLE VIII

SCHOLARSHIP SCALE
(EMS = 10.89; df = 250)

Group
Comparisons N X

Calculated
Value

Criterion
Value Results

Control 36 11.81
vs. 2.65 9.34 Not Sign.

Experimental 74 11.42

Control 36 11.81
vs. 2.23 8.86 Not Sign.

Traditional 143 11.52

Traditional 143 li.52
vs. .98 8.86 Not Sign.

Experimental 74 11.42
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TABLE IX

PROPRIETY SCALE
(EMS = 9.99; df = 250)

51

Group
Comparisons N X Value

Criterion
Value Results

Traditional 143 9.11
vs. 11.27 9.23 Sign. at

.05 level
Experimental 74 7.96

Traditional 143 9.11
vs. 6.01 8.7.j Not Sign.

Control 36 8.33

Control 36 8.33
vs. 2.52 8.75 Not Sign.

Exper4mPnta1 7A 7.96

The calculated values of the Campus Morale scale did

not reach the necessary criterion values on any of the three

treatment pair comparisons. The .05 level of probability

was not obtained; therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted.

The results of the analysis are presented in Table X.

The calculated values of the Quality of Teaching scale

did not reach the necessary criterion values on any of the

three treatment pair comparisons. The .05 level of proba-

bility was not obtained; therefore, the null hypothesis was

accepted. The results of the analysis are presented in

Table XI.
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TABLE X

CAMPUS MORALE SCALE
(EMS = 15.82; df = 250)

Group
Comparisons 0

Calculated
X Value

Criterion
Value Results

Cuitrol 36 12.42
vs. 2.79 11.62 Not Sign.

Experimental 74 12.01

Control 36 12.42
vs. 1.31 11.02 Not Sign.

Traditional 143 12.25

Traditional 143 12.25
vs. 2.35 11.02 Not Sign.

Experimental 74 12.01

TABLE XI

QUALITY OF TEACHING SCALE
(EMS = 16.58; df = 250)

Group
Comparisons iv X

Calculated
Value

Criterion
Value Rewlrs

Control 36 6.42
vs. .82 11.88 Not Sign.

Experimental 74 6.30

Control 36 6.42
vs. .08 11.27 Not Sign.

Traditional 143 6.41

Traditional 143 6.41
vs. 1.08 11.27 Not Sign.

Experimental 74 6.30
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Hypothesis 2: There are no significant differences in

cumulative first semester grade point averages among he

traditional course participants, participants in small pro-

cess groups led by peers, and in the control group who ex)er-

ienced no formal program.

The calculated values ol: the Grade Point Averages vari-

able did not reach the necessary criterion values on any of

the three tre tment pair c.)mpa isons. The null hypothes:_s

was accepted. The results of the analysis are presented in

Table XII.

TABLE XII

ANALYSIS OF GRADE POINT AVERAGES
AMONG THE THREE GROUPS

Group
Comparisons N X

Calculated
Value

Criterion
Value Ret,ults

Traditional 14', 231.56
vs. 28.05 2292.20 Not Sign.

Control 36 227.92

Traditional 143 231.56
vs. 19.21 2174.45 Nct Sign.

Experimental 74 229.66

Experimental 74 229.66
vs. 11.15 2174.45 lot Sign.

Control 26 227.9
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Hypothesis 3: There are no significant llfferences in

enrollment for the succeeding semestel among participants

from the traditional classes, the small groups, or the ccn-

trol group.

The Chi square test-s described by Runycyl (1968) were

calculated to the hypothesis. The resulting analysis LI

presented in Table XIII.

The calculated :(2 value of 2.51 did not reach the tabled

Cai square value associate' with a probability of ,05. This

result did -lot indicate s4aificant differences existing

am.ng the thee groups; therefore, the null hypothesis was

accepted.

TABLE XIII

CHI SQUARE COMPARISONS AMONG THE THRE11
GROUPS SPRING 197_ ENROLLMENT

Groups
Not

Enrolled Enrolled Totals

Experimental (Small Groups) 58 16 74
Experimental (Traditional) 98 45 143
Control 27 9 36

Chi Square 2.51 df: 2 .05<p
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Summary of Results

In the course of this investig -ttion statistical tests

were made cf three major lvpotheses. These t tree hypotheses

were tested using three groups, the 2xperimental (small

groups), the experimental (traditional.' and the control

groups. The data upon which these statistical tests were

made were from a total of 253 freshmen students enrolled in

Freshmen Orientation 101 for the fall 1971 semester a. East

Central State College. The .05 level of probability was used

to determine the significance of all tests.

Analyses compar2ng experimental and control groups di--

closed the fact that significant differences existed for the

three groups on one scale of the CUES, the Propriety scale.

The portion of the hypothesis relative to the percep-

tions of the collcle campus climate, as measured by the

Propriety scale of the CUES was rejected. The other hypothe-

ses were accepted in their null corm.

Comparisons between pairs of groups on the Propriety

scale indicated that significant differences existed only

between the experimental (small groups) and the experimental

(traditional) group. The ratio of the number of responses

made by the experimental (traditional) students indicated

they perceived as more characteristic of their campus the

descriptive items found on the Propriety scale. Analysis of

the grade point average and the enrollment data produced no

evidence of significant differences.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOYMENNT1ON

Summary

The developing higher educat'.on movement in tweutiet%

century America has nurtured the development of freshmal

orientation classes. Larg2r, more complex campus communities

seemed to create a stude,ic need for formal orientation -roce-

dures.

Historically, the approach to orienzing students has

varied from campus to campus and from decade to decade.

Whether orientation makes a difference in the development of

students is generally an unanswered question. Most research

deals with goals and activities, rot in the actual rlifier-

ences to be found in students.

The primary purpose of this study was to evaluate two

curricular approaches to freshman orientation at East Gentral

State College; Ada, Oklahoma. It was hoped that the rasults

of this study might contribute to the research concerning

this important aspect of student personnel work in institu-

tions of higher learning.

56



Two hundred fifty-thr.!e students t rull-d in the fall

1.971 freshman orientation class constituted the population

for this study. These students were rardomly assignefi to

thre2 groups: (1) Experimen:ol (traditional) lecture class

with 143 students; (2) Experimental (mall groups) with 74

students; and (3) the control group with 36 student;. The

experimental (small gr)ups) section was fur...her .!andomly

assigned to small group of ten or fewer with a trained up-

perclassman leader beTh3 -andomly assigned to each of these

groups.

The limized number of availab.le trained upperclassmen

leaders limited the total number of students that could be

placed in the exparimental (small groups) section.

A concern relative f.o waiving a requir..A course (Fresh-

man Orientation 10i) for the members of the control necessi-

tated a small numbei in that sectic.n.

It was hypothz:ized that: (1; At the end of the fresh-

man orientation experience there woi.'d be no significant

differences in perceptions of the college campus climate as

measured by the College and University Environment Scales,

(2) there would be no significant differences in cumulative

first semester gr&ca point averages among th three groups,

and (3) there wou) '')e no significant differences in enroll-

ment for the succeening semester among participants from the

traditional classes, the small groups, or the control group.
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Appropria s to si s 1 ,ests .ere used throu;hour. this

study. When d'fer(aces it .he acce table leel of sigrifi-

c;ance were fou.., to exist t., th),e groups, further tests

ere made to ceteruiice t differences between all

pcssille o grouf.c

The sta_stic,1 test-. L;ed in this study included the

ase of Krame 's (1 5i) v- -.nsion o Duncan's Witipl_g Range

Tes 4)unel- '955, Kramer d,veluped the use of the test

flr unequ group Les.

The (Ale.- s teclnique employed aas the Ch

square distt'lL:' approach in the comparison of enrollment

data. The dat G s of a nominii nat-Ire requiring an appro-

priate aonpalanc.',i( technique.

-scticn, the three aajor hypothesc of the in-

estigat_ re les-ated. A summJry and discuss on of the

res'lts of ze statjstical tests cf these hypotheses is

them presen.c.

1 ThLrl are no s'gni:icant liffereves in per-
ceptions of the college campus climate as
neasured 1 y the 'ollege Ind University En-
iironment Scales, secon( editiol.

2. There are no sirif'cart differences in cumu-
lative first sem'ste., grade point averages
among the trEdit anal course pa':ticiparts,
participants i, rqe small proce;s groups led
by peers, and -1, control group who experi-
enced no formal program

3. There are no significant differences in en-
rollment for the succeeding semester among



participants from the traditional classes, the
small groups, or the control group.

By using Duncan's Multiple Range Test, one significant

calculated values was obtained on the CUES data relative to

the first hypothesis. The analysis indicated a significant

difference in treatment means between the pair of experimen-

tal (traditional) and experimental (small groups). The high

score on the Propriety scale by the experimental ( traditional)

section indicated conformity to expectations, rules, and

regulations.

The Multiple Range Test technique, when applied to the

grade point averages, indicated no significant differences.

The X2 technique was used to compare the enrollment data

among the three groups for the succeeding semester, spring

1972. The tabled Chi square value associated with the re-

quired probability level was not reacted.

Conclusions and Recocmendations

Certain precautions should be kept is mind while inter-

preting the results of this study. The impact of the program

upon the freshmen after a period of time is not available in

this investigation. An ongoing study to follow these fresh-

men throughout their college career is being planned.
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Another concern has to do with the uncritical general-

izing of the findings. This study dealt with a specific pop-

ulation -- East Central State College freshmen enrolled in

freshman orientation. No statistical evidence is available

to indicate that this population is typical or atypical of

any other group of freshmen either locally or nationally.

The evidence resulting from the analysis of data

appears to be supportive of these conclusions: (1) Partici-

pation in either a traditional freshman orientation class or

in a small, peer-led process group does not seem to change

significantly the perception of the campus environment except

for the noted difference on the Propriety scale, (2) partici-

pation in either form of the freshman orientation program

does not seem to contribute to a significant difference in

grade point averages, or (3) participation in the frbshman

orientation program dote`: not seem to be related to continued

enrollment rates.

Subse.uent studies of the problem confronted by this in-

vestigation might offer more thorough training of the peer

leaders and a longer experimental period. A follow-up evalu-

ation thLoughout the subjects college years is to be recom-

mended and planned.
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